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Linear-time temporal logics

Temporal logics are everywhere in formal verification and artificial intelligence.
specification
verification
temporal reasoning (e.g., planning)
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Tableau methods

Tableau methods are an important class of reasoning techniques for logics.
born as theoretical tools for the proof theory of classical logics
adapted to virtually any existing logic
useful theoretical and practical tools for temporal logics
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What this tutorial is about

We will give an introduction to tableau methods for linear-time temporal logics.
classical techniques
recent advancements
theory and practice
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Timeline of the tutorial

1 Introduction – Angelo
2 Classical tableaux – Angelo

1 Break
3 Tree-shaped tableaux – Nicola
4 Tableaux for timed logics – Luca
5 SAT encodings and efficient implementation – Luca and Nicola
6 Conclusions – Nicola
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INTRODUCTION
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Temporal logic

Temporal logic, in its many incarnations, is the de-facto standard language for specifying
properties of systems in formal verification and artificial intelligence.
born in the ’50s as a tool for philosophical argumentation about time

[Pri57]

the idea of its use in formal verification can be traced back to the ’70s

[Pnu77]

since then, it found several applications in artificial intelligence as well
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Temporal logic in AI

In artificial intelligence, when do we need to use logic to talk about time?
automated planning

reinforcement learning

temporally extended goals [BK98]
temporal planning [FL03; May+07]
timeline-based planning [Del+17]

automated synthesis

[Jac+17]

knowledge representation
temporal description logics

system specification

autonomy under uncertainty

[De +20; Ham+21]

specification of reward functions and
safety conditions

[BD19; BDP18]

specification of goals for planning over
MDPs and POMDPs

[Art+14]

multi-agent systems
temporal epistemic logics

temporal knowledge mining

[Ben+09]
[BSS19]
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Representing time

There are many choices to be made for the representation of time.
Linear

Branching
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Representing time

There are many choices to be made for the representation of time.
Infinite

Finite
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Representing time

There are many choices to be made for the representation of time.
Qualitative

Real-time

t=1

t = 1.5 t = 2.3 t = 3.4 t = 4.2
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Representing time

There are many choices to be made for the representation of time.
Discrete

Dense
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Representing time

There are many choices to be made for the representation of time.
We focus here on:
linear-time logics
discrete-time logics
infinite-time logics
qualitative and, in the second part, real-time logics
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Linear Temporal Logic

Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) is the most used temporal logic
introduced by Pnueli in the ’70s [Pnu77]
most of the focus of this tutorial.
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Linear Temporal Logic

LTL is a modal logic.
interpreted over discrete, infinite state sequences
it extends classical propositional logic
temporal operators are used to talk about how propositions
change over time
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Linear Temporal Logic
Temporal operators
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Linear Temporal Logic
Temporal operators

q
p
p∧q
p and q hold
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Linear Temporal Logic
Temporal operators

q
p
X(p ∧ q)
tomorrow p and q hold
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Linear Temporal Logic
Temporal operators

q
p
F(p ∧ q)
eventually p and q hold
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Linear Temporal Logic
Temporal operators
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q
p

G(p ∧ q)
p and q hold always
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Linear Temporal Logic
Temporal operators

q
p

p

p

p

pUq
p holds until q holds
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Linear Temporal Logic
Examples

G¬(p ∧ q)

p and q never hold together

G(p → (Xq ∨ XXq ∨ XXXq))

whenever p holds, q holds within three steps

G(p → Fq)

whenever p holds, q will eventually hold in the future

G(Gp → Fq)

whenever it happens that p always holds from there on,
q will hold in the future

GFp

p happens infinitely often

FGp

p will become true and will remain true forever

G(p → Gp)

whenever p becomes true, it remains true forever

¬p U q

p remains false until the first time q holds.
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Linear Temporal Logic
Derivable operators

Some syntactic elements are derivable from others:
⊤ ≡ p ∨ ¬p

truth

⊥ ≡ ¬⊤

falsity

p → q ≡ ¬p ∨ q

implication

Fϕ ≡ ⊤ U ϕ
Gϕ ≡ ¬F¬ϕ
ϕ R ψ ≡ ¬(¬ϕ U ¬ψ)

release operator
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Linear Temporal Logic
Past operators

LTL with Past (LTL+P) supports past operators.

future
Xϕ

tomorrow

past
Yϕ

yesterday

Zϕ

weak yesterday

Fϕ

eventually

Oϕ

once

Gϕ

always

Hϕ

historically

ϕUψ

until

ϕSψ

since

ϕRψ

release

ϕTψ

triggered
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Linear Temporal Logic
Satisfiability

Satisfiability
The satisfiability checking problem asks whether there exists a state sequence satisfying a
given LTL formula.
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Linear Temporal Logic
Satisfiability

LTL satisfiability is an important problem.
entailment is a satisfiability question:
ϕ ⊃ ψ iff ϕ ∧ ¬ψ is unsat.
model-checking can be reduced to satisfiability:
M |= ψ iff ϕM ⊃ ψ
sanity checking of specifications is a satisfiability question:
unsatisfiable specifications are buggy
valid specifications are useless

STRIPS planning can be reduced to LTL satisfiability

[May+07]
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Linear Temporal Logic
Satisfiability

Theorem ([SC85])
Satisfiability checking for LTL formulas is PSPACE-complete.
Useful facts:
LTL+P can be exponentially more succinct than LTL,
but satisfiability is still PSPACE-complete. [LP00]

[Mar03]

we can restrict w.l.o.g. to periodic models:

prefix

period

period

period
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Linear Temporal Logic
Algorithms

How can we solve the satisfiability problem?
Reduction to model-checking
Temporal resolution

[Cav+14]

[HK03]

Automata-based techniques

[Li+14]

tableau methods
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Tableau methods

Tableau methods are a class of algorithms for the satisfiability of a variety of different logics.
introduced in the ’50s for classical propositional logic

[Bet59]

and first-order logic

[Smu95]

adopted later for modal, temporal, nonmonotonic, many-valued, and
substructural logics [DAg+99]
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Tableau methods

Now, what is a tableau? [. . . ] A tableau method is a formal proof procedure
[. . . ] with certain characteristics. First, it is a refutation procedure: to show a
formula X is valid we begin with some syntactical expression intended to assert it is
not. [. . . ] Next, the expression asserting the invalidity of X is broken down
syntactically, generally splitting things into several cases. [. . . ] Finally there are
rules for closing cases. [. . . ] A closed tableau beginning with an expression asserting
that X is not valid is a tableau proof of X .
Melvin Fitting
Handbook of Tableau Methods
[DAg+99]
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Tableau methods
Example: propositional logic

sat. formula

unsat. formula

{(¬p ∨ q) ∧ p}

{(¬p ∨ q) ∧ p ∧ ¬q}

{(¬p ∨ q), p}

{(¬p ∨ q), p, ¬q}

{¬p, p}

{q, p}

{¬p, p, ¬q}

{q, p, ¬q}

✗

✓

✗

✗
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Tableaux for temporal logics

Tableau methods are among the first reasoning techniques investigated for temporal logics.
linear temporal logic

[Wol83; LP00]

computation tree logic (CTL) and CTL*
timed logics

[Rey09]

[AH93; Del+17]

temporal logics on continuous time

[Rey14]

many variations of interval temporal logics

24

Tableaux for LTL

In introducing tableau methods for LTL, we will follow their historical development:
classic, graph-shaped tableaux are simple to understand and useful theoretical tools
recent, tree-shaped tableaux are amenable to efficient implementation

25

CLASSICAL TABLEAUX
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Classical tableau methods for LTL

Here we introduce the classical tableau methods for LTL.
First introduced here:
P. Wolper. “The Tableau Method for Temporal Logic: An Overview.” In: Logique et Analyse 28 (1985), pp. 119–136

Modern exposition with past operators can be found here:
O. Lichtenstein and A. Pnueli. “Propositional Temporal Logics: Decidability and Completeness.” In: Logic Journal of
the IGPL 8.1 (2000), pp. 55–85. DOI: 10.1093/jigpal/8.1.55
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Classical tableau methods for LTL

Classical methods are graph-shaped:
a graph structure is built from the formula, representing all its possible models
the graph is traversed to look for actual models of the formula

28

Expansion rules
All the tableau methods that we will see in this tutorial are based on some expansion rules.
rule

ϕ

Γ1 (ϕ)

¬¬ϕ

{ϕ}

conjunction

α∧β
¬(α ∧ β)

{α, β}
{¬α}

disjunction

α∨β
¬(α ∨ β)

{α}
{¬α, ¬β}

{β}

until

αUβ
¬(α U β)

{β}
{¬α, ¬β}

{α, X(α U β)}
{¬β, ¬X(α U β)}

eventually

Fβ
¬Fβ

{β}
{¬β, ¬XFβ}

{XFβ}

always

Gα
¬Gα

{α, XGα}
{¬α}

negation

Γ2 (ϕ)

{¬β}

{¬XGα}
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Expansion rules
Note
Some rules are unary (Γ2 (ϕ) empty), others are binary (both sets not empty)
For unary rules:
ϕ≡

^

Γ1 (ϕ)

For binary rules:
^
^

ϕ≡
Γ1 (ϕ) ∨ Γ2 (ϕ)

Example
α U β ≡ β ∨ (α ∧ X(α U β))
hence:
Γ1 (α U β) = {β}
Γ2 (α U β) = {α, X(α U β)}
30

Closure of a formula
When building the tableau for a formula ϕ, all the formulas and subformulas of ϕ that might
be needed are collected into the closure of ϕ.
Definition (Closure of a formula)
The closure of an LTL formula ϕ is the smallest set of formulas C(ϕ) such that:
ϕ ∈ C(ϕ)
if ϕ ∈ C(ϕ) is not a negation, then ¬ϕ ∈ C(ϕ)
if ψ ∈ C(ϕ) has an expansion rule, then Γ1 (ψ) ⊆ C(ψ) and Γ2 (ψ) ⊆ C(ψ).
Example
The closure of the formula ϕ ≡ p ∧ F¬p is the following:

C(ϕ) = p ∧ F¬p, ¬(p ∧ F¬p), F¬p, ¬F¬p, XF¬p, ¬XF¬p, p, ¬p
31

Tableau construction

p ∧ F¬p,
p, F¬p, XF¬p

¬(p ∧ F¬p),
¬p, F¬p, ¬XF¬p

¬(p ∧ F¬p),
¬p, F¬p, XF¬p

¬(p ∧ F¬p),
¬F¬p, ¬¬p, p, ¬XF¬p

This is the tableau for p ∧ F¬p.
The tableau is a graph.
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Tableau construction

p ∧ F¬p,
p, F¬p, XF¬p

¬(p ∧ F¬p),
¬p, F¬p, ¬XF¬p

Each node of the tableau is
called an atom.
An atom ∆ is a maximally
consistent subset of C(ϕ).
ψ ∈ ∆ iff ¬ψ ̸∈ ∆

¬(p ∧ F¬p),
¬p, F¬p, XF¬p

¬(p ∧ F¬p),
¬F¬p, ¬¬p, p, ¬XF¬p

if ψ ∈ ∆ has a unary
expansion rule, then
Γ1 (ψ) ⊆ ∆
if ψ ∈ ∆ has a binary
expansion rule, then either
Γ1 (ψ) ⊆ ∆ or Γ2 (ψ) ⊆ ∆
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Tableau construction

p ∧ F¬p,
p, F¬p, XF¬p

¬(p ∧ F¬p),
¬p, F¬p, ¬XF¬p

Edges of the tableau represent
locally consistent temporal
transitions.
∆1 → ∆2 iff:

¬(p ∧ F¬p),
¬p, F¬p, XF¬p

¬(p ∧ F¬p),
¬F¬p, ¬¬p, p, ¬XF¬p

for each Xψ ∈ ∆1 ,
we have ψ ∈ ∆2
for each ¬Xψ ∈ ∆1 ,
we have ¬ψ ∈ ∆2
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Tableau construction

p ∧ F¬p,
p, F¬p, XF¬p

¬(p ∧ F¬p),
¬p, F¬p, ¬XF¬p

¬(p ∧ F¬p),
¬p, F¬p, XF¬p

¬(p ∧ F¬p),
¬F¬p, ¬¬p, p, ¬XF¬p

An atom ∆ is initial if ϕ ∈ ∆.
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Tableau construction

p ∧ F¬p,
p, F¬p, XF¬p

¬(p ∧ F¬p),
¬p, F¬p, ¬XF¬p

Any infinite path
∆ = ⟨∆0 , ∆1 , . . .⟩
starting from an initial atom
represents a possible
model for ϕ.

¬(p ∧ F¬p),
¬p, F¬p, XF¬p

¬(p ∧ F¬p),
¬F¬p, ¬¬p, p, ¬XF¬p

But we still miss something.
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Eventualities

Paths in the tableau have some features by construction:
locally consistent, i.e., the single atoms are logically consistent
universal formulas are satisfied i.e., G α
However, they are not guaranteed a priori to be correct models.
Example
If α U β ∈ ∆, then we have either β ∈ ∆ or α, X(α U β) ∈ ∆.
However, the former case is not guaranteed to ever happen in a path.
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Eventualities

Definition (X-eventuality)
An X-eventuality is a formula of the form X(α U β) or XFβ.

We must look for paths in the tableau where each X-eventuality is satisfied.
Definition (Fulfilling path)
A path ∆ = ⟨∆0 , ∆1 , . . .⟩ in a tableau is fulfilling if for each i ⩾ 0,
if X(α U β) ∈ ∆i or XFβ ∈ ∆i , then there is a j > i such that β ∈ ∆j .
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Finding fulfilling paths

How to find fulfilling paths?
Definition (Strongly connected component)
A strongly connected component (SCC) of a graph is a subgraph where each node is
reachable from each other.

Definition (Fulfilling SCC)
A fulfilling SCC of a tableau is an SCC S of the tableau such that if any X-eventuality
X(α U β) (or XFβ) appear in a node of S, then β appears in a node of S.
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Finding fulfilling paths

Theorem
An LTL formula ϕ is satisfiable if and only if the tableau for ϕ contains a fulfilling SCC
reachable from an initial atom.
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Tableau construction

p ∧ F¬p,
p, F¬p, XF¬p

¬(p ∧ F¬p),
¬p, F¬p, ¬XF¬p

In this case, we have two
fulfilling SCCs reachable from
the initial atom.
p ∧ F¬p is satisfiable.

¬(p ∧ F¬p),
¬p, F¬p, XF¬p

¬(p ∧ F¬p),
¬F¬p, ¬¬p, p, ¬XF¬p
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Tableau construction
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p

¬p

¬p

¬p

¬p

These give us many models.

¬p

¬p
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Tableau construction
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Tableau construction
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Tableau construction
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Tableau construction
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Tableau construction
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Tableau construction
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p
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Recap

We can test satisfiability of an LTL formula ϕ with a classic graph-shaped tableau.
Build the graph structure made of all the possible atoms and their connecting edges
find strongly connected components and look for fulfilling ones
if at least a fulfilling SCC is reachable by an initial atom, ϕ is satisfiable

38

Drawbacks

Classical tableaux for LTL are easy to understand and useful theoretical tools.
However, in practice they have some drawbacks:
the two-phase procedure requires to first build a (huge) graph structure
the graph is then traversed to look for fulfilling SCCs
the graph is of exponential size, requiring huge amounts of memory
Many authors tried to address these problems.
incremental tableaux tried to build the graph nodes on the fly
a real solution came from tree-shaped tableaux
that we will introduce in a minute.

[Kes+93]

[Sch98; Rey16]
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COFFEE BREAK

40

TREE-SHAPED TABLEAUX
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Tree-shaped tableaux

Recent tableau systems for LTL are graph-shaped.
First tree-shaped system by Schwendimann:
S. Schwendimann. “A New One-Pass Tableau Calculus for PLTL.” In: Proc. of the 7th International Conference on
Automated Reasoning with Analytic Tableaux and Related Methods. Vol. 1397. LNCS. Springer, 1998, pp. 277–292.
DOI: 10.1007/3-540-69778-0\_28

Most recent one by Reynolds:
M. Reynolds. “A New Rule for LTL Tableaux.” In: Proc. of the 7th International Symposium on Games, Automata,
Logics and Formal Verification. Vol. 226. EPTCS. 2016, pp. 287–301. DOI: 10.4204/EPTCS.226.20
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Tree-shaped tableaux

Recent tableau systems for LTL are graph-shaped.
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Most recent one by Reynolds:
M. Reynolds. “A New Rule for LTL Tableaux.” In: Proc. of the 7th International Symposium on Games, Automata,
Logics and Formal Verification. Vol. 226. EPTCS. 2016, pp. 287–301. DOI: 10.4204/EPTCS.226.20
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Reynolds’ tableau

We’ll now introduce the tree-shaped tableau by Reynolds

[Rey16]:

a tree is built instead of a graph
each accepted branch of the tree represents a model
a single pass is sufficient to build a branch and decide to accept or reject it
the construction of each branch is completely independent from the other branches:
easy parallelization
efficient SAT encodings are possible (see later)
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An assumption

In what follows we will assume any formula ϕ to be in negated normal form (NNF).
negations are only applied to propositions
this is a trivial assumption since any formula can be put into NNF very easily
example: ¬F(p ∧ q) ≡ G(¬p ∨ ¬q)

44

Expansion rules

The negated normal form greatly simplifies the expansion rules:
rule

ϕ

Γ1 (ϕ)

Γ2 (ϕ)

conjunction

α∧β

{α, β}

disjunction

α∨β

{α}

{β}

until

αUβ

{β}

{α, X(α U β)}

release

αRβ

{α, β}

{β, X(α R β)}

eventually

Fβ

{β}

{XFβ}

always

Gα

{α, XGα}

45

Closure

The definition of closure is slightly simpler as well:
Definition (Closure of a formula)
The closure of an LTL formula ϕ is the smallest set of formulas C(ϕ) such that:
ϕ ∈ C(ϕ)
if ψ ∈ C(ϕ) has an expansion rule, then Γ1 (ψ) ⊆ C(ψ) and Γ2 (ψ) ⊆ C(ψ).

Example
The closure of the formula ϕ ≡ p ∧ GF¬p is the following:

C(ϕ) = p ∧ GF¬p, GF¬p, XGF¬p, F¬p, XF¬p, p, ¬p
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Tableau construction

{p ∧ GF¬p}

The tableau for a formula ϕ is a tree:
nodes u are labelled by Γ (u) ⊆ C(ϕ)

{p, GF¬p}

the label of the root is Γ (u0 ) = {ϕ}
to build the tree, we expand the formulas
in the nodes’ labels following the
expansion rules.

{p, F¬p, XGF¬p}
{p, ¬p, XGF¬p}

{p, XF¬p, XGF¬p}
{F¬p, GF¬p}
{F¬p, XGF¬p}

{¬p, XGF¬p}

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}
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Tableau construction

{p ∧ GF¬p}

When a contradiction is found,
the branch is rejected.

{p, GF¬p}
{p, F¬p, XGF¬p}
{p, ¬p, XGF¬p}
✗

{p, XF¬p, XGF¬p}
{F¬p, GF¬p}
{F¬p, XGF¬p}

{¬p, XGF¬p}

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}
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Tableau construction

{p ∧ GF¬p}

When a node cannot be expanded further,
it is called a poised node.

{p, GF¬p}

The label of the poised node describes the
current temporal state.

{p, F¬p, XGF¬p}
{p, ¬p, XGF¬p}
✗

{p, XF¬p, XGF¬p}
{F¬p, GF¬p}
{F¬p, XGF¬p}

{¬p, XGF¬p}

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}
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Tableau construction

{p ∧ GF¬p}

The STEP rule is applied to poised nodes,
advancing to the next temporal state.

{p, GF¬p}
{p, F¬p, XGF¬p}
{p, ¬p, XGF¬p}
✗

{p, XF¬p, XGF¬p}
{F¬p, GF¬p}
{F¬p, XGF¬p}

{¬p, XGF¬p}

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}
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Tableau construction

{p ∧ GF¬p}

The construction continues in the same way,
expanding nodes and applying the STEP rule.

{p, GF¬p}
{p, F¬p, XGF¬p}
{p, ¬p, XGF¬p}
✗

{p, XF¬p, XGF¬p}
{F¬p, GF¬p}
{F¬p, XGF¬p}

{¬p, XGF¬p}

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}
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Tableau construction
{p ∧ GF¬p}
{p, GF¬p}

The construction continues in the same way,
expanding nodes and applying the STEP rule.

{p, F¬p, XGF¬p}
{p, ¬p, XGF¬p}

{p, XF¬p, XGF¬p}

✗

{F¬p, GF¬p}
{F¬p, XGF¬p}
{¬p, XGF¬p}

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}
p

{GF¬p}

...

¬p

¬p

¬p

¬p

¬p
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{p ∧ GF¬p}

Tableau construction
{p, GF¬p}
{p, F¬p, XGF¬p}
{p, ¬p, XGF¬p}

The construction continues in the same way,
expanding nodes and applying the STEP rule.

{p, XF¬p, XGF¬p}

✗

{F¬p, GF¬p}
{F¬p, XGF¬p}
{¬p, XGF¬p}

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}
p

{GF¬p}
{F¬p, XGF¬p} . . .

¬p

¬p

¬p

¬p

¬p

...
{XF¬p, XGF¬p}
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{p, GF¬p}

Tableau construction
{p, F¬p, XGF¬p}
{p, ¬p, XGF¬p}

{p, XF¬p, XGF¬p}

✗

The construction continues in the same way,
expanding nodes and applying the STEP rule.

{F¬p, GF¬p}
{F¬p, XGF¬p}
{¬p, XGF¬p}

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}
p

{GF¬p}
{F¬p, XGF¬p} . . .
{¬p, XGF¬p}

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}

¬p

¬p

¬p

¬p

¬p

...
{XF¬p, XGF¬p}
{F¬p, GF¬p}
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{p, F¬p, XGF¬p}

Tableau construction
{p, ¬p, XGF¬p}

{p, XF¬p, XGF¬p}

✗

{F¬p, GF¬p}

The construction continues in the same way,
expanding nodes and applying the STEP rule.

{F¬p, XGF¬p}
{¬p, XGF¬p}

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}

{GF¬p}

...

p

{F¬p, XGF¬p} . . .
{¬p, XGF¬p}

¬p

¬p

¬p

¬p

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}
...

¬p

{F¬p, GF¬p}
...

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}
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{p, F¬p, XGF¬p}

Tableau construction
{p, ¬p, XGF¬p}

{p, XF¬p, XGF¬p}

✗

{F¬p, GF¬p}

Now, we can notice this repetition:
two poised nodes u and v with
the same label appear in a branch

{F¬p, XGF¬p}
{¬p, XGF¬p}

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}

{GF¬p}

...

p

{F¬p, XGF¬p} . . .
{¬p, XGF¬p}

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}
...

all the X-eventualities requested in u
(in this case none) have been fulfilled
between u and v
¬p
¬p
¬p
¬p
¬p
the model can infinitely loop through
these states
the LOOP rule accepts the branch

{F¬p, GF¬p}
...

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}
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{p, F¬p, XGF¬p}

Tableau construction
{p, ¬p, XGF¬p}

{p, XF¬p, XGF¬p}

✗

{F¬p, GF¬p}

Now, we can notice this repetition:
two poised nodes u and v with
the same label appear in a branch

{F¬p, XGF¬p}
{¬p, XGF¬p}

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}

{GF¬p}

...

p

{F¬p, XGF¬p} . . .
{¬p, XGF¬p}

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}

the LOOP rule accepts the branch

{F¬p, GF¬p}

✓
...

all the X-eventualities requested in u
(in this case none) have been fulfilled
between u and v
¬p
¬p
¬p
¬p
¬p
the model can infinitely loop through
these states

...

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}
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{p, F¬p, XGF¬p}

Tableau construction
{p, ¬p, XGF¬p}

{p, XF¬p, XGF¬p}

✗

{F¬p, GF¬p}

A model for the formula can be extracted
from the poised nodes of the branch.

{F¬p, XGF¬p}
{¬p, XGF¬p}

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}

{GF¬p}

...

p

{F¬p, XGF¬p} . . .
{¬p, XGF¬p}

¬p

¬p

¬p

¬p

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}

{F¬p, GF¬p}

✓
...

¬p

...

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}
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{p, F¬p, XGF¬p}

Tableau construction
{p, ¬p, XGF¬p}
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from the poised nodes of the branch.
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{GF¬p}
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p

{F¬p, XGF¬p} . . .
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¬p

¬p

¬p

¬p
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{XF¬p, XGF¬p}

{F¬p, GF¬p}

✓
...

¬p

...

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}
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{p, F¬p, XGF¬p}

Tableau construction
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p
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¬p

¬p

¬p

¬p
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✓
...

¬p

...

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}
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{p, F¬p, XGF¬p}

Tableau construction
{p, ¬p, XGF¬p}

{p, XF¬p, XGF¬p}

✗

{F¬p, GF¬p}

A model for the formula can be extracted
from the poised nodes of the branch.

{F¬p, XGF¬p}
{¬p, XGF¬p}

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}

{GF¬p}

...

p

{F¬p, XGF¬p} . . .
{¬p, XGF¬p}

¬p

¬p

¬p

¬p

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}

{F¬p, GF¬p}

✓
...

¬p

...

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}
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{p, F¬p, XGF¬p}

Tableau construction
{p, ¬p, XGF¬p}

{p, XF¬p, XGF¬p}

✗

{F¬p, GF¬p}

Let us continue the construction of the other
branches as well.

{F¬p, XGF¬p}
{¬p, XGF¬p}

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}

...

{F¬p, GF¬p}

p

{F¬p, XGF¬p} . . .
{¬p, XGF¬p}

¬p

¬p

¬p

¬p

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}

{F¬p, GF¬p}

✓
...

¬p

...

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}
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GF¬p}

{p, XF¬p, XGF¬p}

Tableau construction
{F¬p, GF¬p}
{F¬p, XGF¬p}

Let us continue the construction of the other
branches as well.

{¬p, XGF¬p}

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}

...

{F¬p, GF¬p}

p

{F¬p, XGF¬p} . . .

F¬p}

¬p

¬p

¬p

¬p

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}
...

¬p

{F¬p, GF¬p}
...

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}
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{F¬p, GF¬p}

Tableau construction

{F¬p, XGF¬p}

¬p}

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}

Let us continue the construction of the other
branches
¬p as well.
¬p
¬p
¬p
¬p
p

{F¬p, GF¬p}
{XF¬p, XGF¬p}

F¬p} . . .

{F¬p, GF¬p}

XF¬p, XGF¬p}
...

...

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}
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{F¬p, GF¬p}

Tableau construction

{F¬p, XGF¬p}

¬p}

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}

The rightmost branch is expanding indefinitedly.
¬p
¬p
¬p
¬p
¬p
p

{F¬p, GF¬p}
{XF¬p, XGF¬p}

F¬p} . . .

{F¬p, GF¬p}

XF¬p, XGF¬p}
...

...

{XF¬p, XGF¬p}
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{F¬p, GF¬p}

Tableau construction

{F¬p, XGF¬p}

¬p}

{XF¬p, XGF¬p} u

However, we can notice that:
¬p are¬p
three ¬p
poised¬p
nodes ¬p
u, v and w
p there
with the same label

{F¬p, GF¬p}
{XF¬p, XGF¬p} v

F¬p} . . .

{F¬p, GF¬p}

XF¬p, XGF¬p}
...

...

{XF¬p, XGF¬p} w

all the X-eventualities requested in the
nodes and fulfilled between v and w
(none in this case) are also fulfilled
between u and v .
hence, the branch segment between
v and w is doing redundant work
In this case, the PRUNE rule rejects the branch.

✗
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Tableau construction
In summary the tableau for ϕ is built as follows:
starting from the root {ϕ} the expansion rules are applied until we find poised nodes
the termination rules are checked against poised nodes:
the
the
the
the

CONTRADICTION rule rejects propositional contradictions.
LOOP rule detects infinite periodic models
EMPTY rule detects finite prefixes that can continue arbitrarily
PRUNE rule rejects unfulfilling branches

if no termination rule triggers, the STEP rule advances to the next temporal state
the formula is satisfiable iff there is an accepted branch
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Tableau construction
In summary the tableau for ϕ is built as follows:
starting from the root {ϕ} the expansion rules are applied until we find poised nodes
the termination rules are checked against poised nodes:
the
the
the
the

CONTRADICTION rule rejects propositional contradictions.
LOOP rule detects infinite periodic models
EMPTY rule detects finite prefixes that can continue arbitrarily
PRUNE rule rejects unfulfilling branches

if no termination rule triggers, the STEP rule advances to the next temporal state
the formula is satisfiable iff there is an accepted branch
Definition (CONTRADICTION rule)
If u is a poised node with {p, ¬p} ⊆ Γ (u) for some proposition p, the branch is rejected.
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Tableau construction
In summary the tableau for ϕ is built as follows:
starting from the root {ϕ} the expansion rules are applied until we find poised nodes
the termination rules are checked against poised nodes:
the
the
the
the

CONTRADICTION rule rejects propositional contradictions.
LOOP rule detects infinite periodic models
EMPTY rule detects finite prefixes that can continue arbitrarily
PRUNE rule rejects unfulfilling branches

if no termination rule triggers, the STEP rule advances to the next temporal state
the formula is satisfiable iff there is an accepted branch
Definition (LOOP rule)
If there are two poised nodes u and v such that Γ (u) = Γ (v ) and all the X-eventualities
requested in u are fulfilled between u and v , the branch is accepted.
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Tableau construction
In summary the tableau for ϕ is built as follows:
starting from the root {ϕ} the expansion rules are applied until we find poised nodes
the termination rules are checked against poised nodes:
the
the
the
the

CONTRADICTION rule rejects propositional contradictions.
LOOP rule detects infinite periodic models
EMPTY rule detects finite prefixes that can continue arbitrarily
PRUNE rule rejects unfulfilling branches

if no termination rule triggers, the STEP rule advances to the next temporal state
the formula is satisfiable iff there is an accepted branch
Definition (EMPTY rule)
If there is a poised node u with Γ (u) = ∅, the branch is accepted.
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Tableau construction
In summary the tableau for ϕ is built as follows:
starting from the root {ϕ} the expansion rules are applied until we find poised nodes
the termination rules are checked against poised nodes:
the
the
the
the

CONTRADICTION rule rejects propositional contradictions.
LOOP rule detects infinite periodic models
EMPTY rule detects finite prefixes that can continue arbitrarily
PRUNE rule rejects unfulfilling branches

if no termination rule triggers, the STEP rule advances to the next temporal state
the formula is satisfiable iff there is an accepted branch
Definition (PRUNE rule)
If there are three poised nodes u, v and w such that Γ (u) = Γ (v ) = Γ (w ) and all the
X-eventualities requested in the nodes and fulfilled between v and w are fulfilled between u
and v as well, the branch is rejected.
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Tableau construction
In summary the tableau for ϕ is built as follows:
starting from the root {ϕ} the expansion rules are applied until we find poised nodes
the termination rules are checked against poised nodes:
the
the
the
the

CONTRADICTION rule rejects propositional contradictions.
LOOP rule detects infinite periodic models
EMPTY rule detects finite prefixes that can continue arbitrarily
PRUNE rule rejects unfulfilling branches

if no termination rule triggers, the STEP rule advances to the next temporal state
the formula is satisfiable iff there is an accepted branch
Definition (STEP rule)
If u is a poised node, a child u ′ is created with Γ (u ′ ) = {α | Xα ∈ Γ (u)}
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A closer look at the PRUNE rule

Definition (PRUNE rule)
If there are three poised nodes u, v and w such that Γ (u) = Γ (v ) = Γ (w ) and all the
X-eventualities requested in the nodes and fulfilled between v and w are fulfilled between u
and v as well, the branch is rejected.

The PRUNE rule was the major novelty of Reynolds’ tableau.
it rejects branches that would develop infinitely because of unfulfillable temporal requests
it is nevertheless quite difficult to get at first:
why wait for three occurrences of a label?
how can we be sure not to reject useful branches?
which kind of models are excluded?

let’s take a look
49

Why three occurrences?
{XFp, XFq, XFr } u

{. . . , p, q, . . .}

Let us view it from a different perspective:
we are not looking for three nodes, but for two segments of
the branch

{XFp, XFq, XFr } v

{. . . , p, . . .}

the segment between v and w is doing redundant work with
regards to the segment between u and v .
since the labels are the same, any useful segment that can
be developed after w can also be developed after v .

{XFp, XFq, XFr } w
50

Why three occurrences?
{XFp, XFq, XFr } u

{. . . , p, q, . . .}

Let us view it from a different perspective:
we are not looking for three nodes, but for two segments of
the branch

{XFp, XFq, XFr } v

{. . . , p, . . .}

the segment between v and w is doing redundant work with
regards to the segment between u and v .
since the labels are the same, any useful segment that can
be developed after w can also be developed after v .

{XFp, XFq, XFr } w
50

Why three occurrences?

But what if we do not wait for the third occurrence? Consider:
p ∧ G(p ↔ X¬p) ∧ GFq1 ∧ GFq2 ∧ G¬(q1 ∧ q2 ) ∧ G(q1 → ¬p) ∧ G(q2 → ¬p)
{z
} |
|
{z
} |
{z
} |
{z
}
1

2

3

4

This formula says:
1

p holds at first, and p and ¬p alternate

2

q1 and q2 holds infinitely often

3

q1 and q2 cannot hold together

4

q1 and q2 only hold when ¬p holds
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Why three occurrences?

{ϕ}
Let us look at the tableau for that formula.

{. . . , XFq1 , XFq2 , . . .} u

since q1 and q2 cannot hold together,
we can only fulfill one request at a time

{. . . , q1 , . . .}

there is no way to fulfill both between a
single repetition of the label

{. . . , XFq1 , XFq2 , . . .} v

rejecting the branch at v would be wrong
instead, by waiting we give time to the
LOOP rule to trigger

{. . . , q2 , . . .}
{. . . , XFq1 , XFq2 , . . .} w
✓
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The PRUNE rule, a model-theoretic view

Since each branch of the tableau represents a model of the formula,
the PRUNE rule excludes many possible models.
Which kind of models are excluded?
Are we sure we do not exclude too many of them?
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The PRUNE rule, a model-theoretic view

Consider these two different models:

XFα

α

<

XFα

α

In the first, XFα is fulfilled earlier.
We consider the first model less than the second in a suitably defined ordering relation.
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The PRUNE rule, a model-theoretic view
More precisely, is ψ is an X-eventuality:
if ψ holds at step i, di (ψ) is the number of states elapsed before ψ is fulfilled
zero otherwise

di < di′ is defined component-wise
σ < σ ′ if ⟨d0 , d1 , . . .⟩ < ⟨d0′ , d1′ , . . .⟩ lexicographically
XFα
XFβ


1
3



α

XFα
XFβ

β

<


3
4

α

β



Minimal models in this pre order are called greedy.
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The PRUNE rule, a model-theoretic view

Consider this model:
XFα
XFβ
XFγ

α

β

XFα
XFβ
XFγ

γ

β

XFα
XFβ
XFγ

γ




2
 3 
11
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The PRUNE rule, a model-theoretic view

Consider this model:
XFα
XFβ
XFγ

α

β

XFα
XFβ
XFγ

γ

β

XFα
XFβ
XFγ

γ




2
 3 
11
Suppose that the same formulas hold at the highlighted states.
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The PRUNE rule, a model-theoretic view

Consider this model:
XFα
XFβ
XFγ

α

β

XFα
XFβ
XFγ

γ

β

XFα
XFβ
XFγ

γ




2
 3 
11
Suppose that the same formulas hold at the highlighted states:
note that the X-eventualities fulfilled between the second and third state are fulfilled
between the first and second ones as well
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The PRUNE rule, a model-theoretic view

Consider this model:
XFα
XFβ
XFγ

α

β

XFα
XFβ
XFγ

γ

β

XFα
XFβ
XFγ

γ




2
 3 
11
That is the triggering condition of the PRUNE rule!
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The PRUNE rule, a model-theoretic view

Consider this model:
XFα
XFβ
XFγ

α

β

XFα
XFβ
XFγ

γ

β

XFα
XFβ
XFγ

γ




2
 3 
11
Note that we can remove the middle segment, still obtaining a correct model.
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The PRUNE rule, a model-theoretic view

Consider this model:
XFα
XFβ
XFγ

α

β

XFα
XFβ
XFγ

γ

β

XFα
XFβ
XFγ

γ




2
 3 
7
Note that we can remove the middle segment, still obtaining a correct model.
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The PRUNE rule, a model-theoretic view

Consider this model:
XFα
XFβ
XFγ

α

β

XFα
XFβ
XFγ

γ

β

XFα
XFβ
XFγ

γ




2
 3 
7
But then, the initial distance vector decreases: the new model is smaller than the old one!
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The PRUNE rule, a model-theoretic view

In an accepted branch of the tableau, the PRUNE rule is never triggered.
then in the model σ extracted from the branch it cannot happen what shown before
hence σ is greedy
Theorem
Let σ a model extracted from the tableau for ϕ. Then σ is greedy.
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The PRUNE rule, a model-theoretic view

But then, are we loosing important models? No.
Theorem
Let ϕ be a satisfiable LTL formula. Then, there is a greedy model satisfying ϕ.
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Reynolds’ tableau, final remarks

Reynolds’ tableau is the state of the art of tableau methods for linear-time temporal logics.
each branch can be developed independently from the others
embarassingly parallel implementation achieves great scalability
very efficient SAT encodings possible (see later) [GGM19]

[MR17]

the modular structure and clear model-theoretic interpretation makes it very extensible:
LTL with past operators [GMR17]
LTL over finite traces (just drop the LOOP rule)
timed logics (see later) [Gea+21a]
first-order LTL modulo theories
see our talk at IJCAI, July 28th, 15:30, Knowledge Representation and Reasoning session

let us now see an example of these extensions: a Reynolds’ style tableau for TPTL
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TABLEAUX FOR TIMED LOGICS
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Timed Temporal Logics

A real-time system is commonly described as a system that
“controls an environment by receiving data, processing them, and returning the results
sufficiently quickly to affect the environment at that time”.
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response time;
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Timed Temporal Logics

A real-time system is commonly described as a system that
“controls an environment by receiving data, processing them, and returning the results
sufficiently quickly to affect the environment at that time”.
its correctness does not depend only on their logical correctness, but also on their
response time;
most of the mission or safety critical systems are real-time: their formal correctness is an
aspect that cannot be overlooked.
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Timed Temporal Logics

In classical LTL, we can express the request-response property:
φ := G(request → Fresponse)
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Timed Temporal Logics

In classical LTL, we can express the request-response property:
φ := G(request → Fresponse)
We do not know the exact times at which the request and the response actually take place:
the only thing we know is the temporal ordering between these two events.
LTL

⇒

qualitative time requirements only,
not suitable for real-time properties.

Timed temporal logics have the goal of solving these limitations.
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Timed State Sequence

Definition (Timed state sequence)
A time sequence τ = τ0 τ1 τ2 . . . is an infinite sequence of times τi ∈ N, for all i ⩾ 0, that
satisfies the following conditions:
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Timed State Sequence

Definition (Timed state sequence)
A time sequence τ = τ0 τ1 τ2 . . . is an infinite sequence of times τi ∈ N, for all i ⩾ 0, that
satisfies the following conditions:
1. monotonicity: τi ⩽ τi+1 , for all i ⩾ 0;
2. progress: for all t ∈ N, there exists i ⩾ 0 such that τi > t.
Let σ = σ0 σ1 σ2 . . . be an infinite state sequence. A timed state sequence ρ = (σ, τ) is a
pair consisting of a state sequence σ and a time sequence τ.
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Timed Propositional Temporal Logic

Timed Propositional Temporal Logic (TPTL

[AH94])

allows for quantitative time requirements.

Syntax:
(terms) π
(formulae) ϕ

:= x + c | c
:= p | π1 ⩽ π2 | π1 ≡d π2 |
¬ϕ1 | ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 |
Xϕ1 | ϕ1 U ϕ2 | ϕ1 R ϕ2 |
x.ϕ1

where x is a variable, c,d ∈ N and p is a proposition letter.
‘x.’ is a freeze quantifier : ‘x.’ freezes the variable x to the time of the local temporal
context.
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TPTL - Semantics

Let E : V → N be an interpretation for the variables, that we call environment.
We inductively define ρ, i |=E ϕ, as follows:
ρ, i |=E p iff p ∈ σi
ρ, i |=E π1 ⩽ π2 iff E(π1 ) ⩽ E(π2 )
ρ, i |=E π1 ≡d π2 iff E(π1 ) ≡d E(π2 )
ρ, i |=E x.ϕ iff ρ, i |=E[x:=τi ] ϕ
The other operators are interpreted in the same way as in LTL.
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TPTL - Semantics

Let E : V → N be an interpretation for the variables, that we call environment.
We inductively define ρ, i |=E ϕ, as follows:
ρ, i |=E p iff p ∈ σi
ρ, i |=E π1 ⩽ π2 iff E(π1 ) ⩽ E(π2 )
ρ, i |=E π1 ≡d π2 iff E(π1 ) ≡d E(π2 )
ρ, i |=E x.ϕ iff ρ, i |=E[x:=τi ] ϕ
The other operators are interpreted in the same way as in LTL.
Example (classical time bounded request-response property):
ϕBR

:=

Gx.(request → Fy .(response ∧ y ⩽ x + 10))
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Tableau Systems for TPTL

The satisfiability problem for TPTL is EXPSPACE-complete.
Note: a variant of TPTL with past operators captures timeline-based planning problems.
Satisfiability ↔ planning
First algorithm: two-pass and graph-shaped tableau by Alur and Henziger

[AH94].

Here we describe a more recent one-pass and tree-shaped tableau for TPTL.
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Tableau for TPTL - Structure

The tableau is a tree where each node is labeled by a set of subformulae and a time
τ ∈ N;
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Tableau for TPTL - Structure

The tableau is a tree where each node is labeled by a set of subformulae and a time
τ ∈ N;
The initial tableau for z.ϕ (in Negated Normal Form) is a tree consisting of the following
single node (the root):
{z.ϕ}TIME =0
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Tableau for TPTL - Structure

The tableau is built recursively and top-down starting from the root, by applying a set of
rules to the leaves of the tree (in this order):
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Tableau for TPTL - Structure

The tableau is built recursively and top-down starting from the root, by applying a set of
rules to the leaves of the tree (in this order):
1. expansion rules: add one or two children to a leaf of the tree;
2. termination rules: close a branch either by ticking a leaf, and thus accepting the branch
(✓), or by crossing a leaf, and thus rejecting the branch (✗);
3. step rule: force an advancement in time of the model.

If all the branches of the tableau are closed (that is, either ticked or crossed), we say that
the tableau is complete.
Given a complete tableau Tϕ , the input formula ϕ is satisfiable if and only if there is in
Tϕ at least one accepted branch.
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Expansion rules

rule

ϕ

Γ1 (ϕ)

Γ2 (ϕ)

conjunction

x.(α ∧ β)

{x.α, x.β}

disjunction

x.(α ∨ β)

{x.α}

{x.β}

until

x.(α U β)

{x.β}

{x.α, x.X(α U β)}

release

x.(α R β)

{x.α, x.β}

{x.β, x.X(α R β)}

eventually

x.Fβ

{x.β}

{x.XFβ}

always

x.Gα

{x.α, x.XGα}

freeze

x.y .α

{x.α[y 7→ x]}
69

Step rule

(·)δ is called a temporal shift. For instance:
x.XGy .(p → y ⩽ x + 1)1 = x.XGy .(p → y ⩽ x)
x.XGy .(p → y ⩽ x + 1)2 = x.XGy .(p → ⊥)
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Step rule

(·)δ is called a temporal shift. For instance:
x.XGy .(p → y ⩽ x + 1)1 = x.XGy .(p → y ⩽ x)
x.XGy .(p → y ⩽ x + 1)2 = x.XGy .(p → ⊥)
Once we reach a poised node, we can apply the STEP rule and advance in a state of the
model.
{x.Xα . . . }TIME =i

{x.α0 . . . }TIME =i

{x.α1 . . . }TIME =i+1 . . . {x.αδϕ . . . }TIME =i+δϕ

where δϕ is a value that we can pre-compute from the initial formula ϕ and that does not
affect satisfiability.
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Termination rules

Termination rules decide if
the current branch has to be accepted (✓) (in this case we have found a model);
the current branch has to be rejected (✗);
or the current branch must be further explored (i.e., STEP rule).
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EMPTY rule and CONTRADICTION rule

EMPTY rule:
{. . . , x.p, x.q, ¬x.r , . . . }
{}
✓
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EMPTY rule and CONTRADICTION rule

EMPTY rule:
{. . . , x.p, x.q, ¬x.r , . . . }
{}
✓
CONTRADICTION rule:
{. . . , x.p, ¬x.p, . . . }
✗
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SYNC rule

SYNC rule:
{. . . , x.(x ⩽ x + 1), . . . }
✓
Remark: thanks to the expansion rule x.y .α → {x.α[x/y ]} and the temporal shift, all the
timing constraints that can appear in a label are of the form x.(x ∼ x + c), for some operator
∼ and some constant c ∈ N.
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LOOP rule

Among the models of this formula there are models featuring infinitely many requests, and
consequently infinitely many responses.
Gx.(request → Fy .(response ∧ y ⩽ x + 10))
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LOOP rule

Among the models of this formula there are models featuring infinitely many requests, and
consequently infinitely many responses.
Gx.(request → Fy .(response ∧ y ⩽ x + 10))
LOOP rule
Let v be a poised leaf, and let u < v be a poised node, which is a proper ancestor of v , such
that Γ (u) = Γ (v ) and all the eventualities (i.e., z.X(α U β) or z.XFβ) requested in u are
fulfilled between u and v (included). Then,
if time(u) = time(v ), then v is crossed and the branch rejected;
if time(u) < time(v ), then v is ticked and the branch accepted.
The PRUNE rule is the same as in the tableau for LTL.
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Tableau for TPTL- Example
{x.(¬p), x.XGy .(p → y ⩽ x + 2)}TIME =0
STEP1

{x.Gy .(p → y ⩽ x + 1)}TIME =1
{x.(x ⩽ x + 1), x.XGy .(p → y ⩽ x + 1)}TIME =1
STEP1

SYNC

{x.Gy .(p → y ⩽ x)}TIME =2
{x.(x ⩽ x), x.XGy .(p → y ⩽ x)}TIME =2
STEP1

{x.Gy .(p → ⊥)}TIME =3
{. . . ⊥ . . . }TIME =3
✗ CONTRADICTION

{x.(¬p), x.XGy .(p → ⊥)}TIME =3
STEP1

{x.(¬p), x.XGy .(p → ⊥)}TIME =4 ✓ LOOP2
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SAT ENCODINGS AND EFFICIENT IMPLEMENTATION
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Why SAT

Explicit construction of the tableau for a formula can be costly:
existing implementations of temporal tableaux [Ber+16; AGW09] suffer on temporal formulas
that require heavy propositional reasoning, e.g.:
G(ϕ) ∧ F(ψ)
where ϕ and ψ are hard propositional formulas.
without reinventing the wheel, why not leverage the decades of research on SAT solvers?
in other words, instead of building the tableau explicitly, can we build it symbolically?
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SAT encodings of Reynolds’ tableau

We will see how to encode Reynolds’ tableau in SAT to build and traverse it symbolically.
a propositional formula encodes the branches of the tableau up to a certain depth k
one propositional model ↔ one branch
note that the independence of each branch from the others is essential here

the encoding is tested for satisfiability for increasing values of k
a suitable encoding of the PRUNE rule tells us when to stop
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Next Normal Form

The encoding is based on the next normal form (XNF) of a formula:
a normal form where any temporal operator is nested inside a tomorrow operator
xnf(ℓ) ≡ ℓ for ℓ ≡ p or ℓ ≡ ¬p
xnf(Fϕ) ≡ xnf(ϕ) ∨ XFϕ
xnf(Gϕ) ≡ xnf(ϕ) ∧ XGϕ
xnf(ϕ U ψ) ≡ xnf(ψ) ∨ (xnf(ϕ) ∧ X(ϕ U ψ))
xnf(ϕ R ψ) ≡ xnf(ψ) ∧ (xnf(ϕ) ∨ X(ϕ R ψ))
Note that xnf(ψ) encodes the expansion rule of ψ.
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Stepping and grounding

Fix a depth k.
the truth of each proposition p at each time step 0 ⩽ i ⩽ k is represented by a
stepped proposition p i
tomorrow formulas Xα are grounded to propositions called (Xα)iG
the stepped and grounded formula xnf(ψ)iG is a propositional formula
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Unraveling

The branches up to depth k are encoded by a formula JϕKk called the k-unraveling of ϕ.
JϕK0 ≡ xnf(ϕ)0G

JϕKk+1 ≡ JϕKk ∧

^

(Xα)kG ↔ xnf(α)k+1
G



Xα∈C(ϕ)

Theorem
JϕKk is satisfiable iff the tableau for ϕ contains a branch with at least k poised nodes.
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Unraveling

The branches up to depth k are encoded by a formula JϕKk called the k-unraveling of ϕ.
JϕK0 ≡ xnf(ϕ)0G

JϕKk+1 ≡ JϕKk ∧

^

(Xα)kG ↔ xnf(α)k+1
G



Xα∈C(ϕ)

Note:
here we are encoding the expansion rules and the STEP rule
implicitly, also the CONTRADICTION rule, since only correct models are considered
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Accepting branches

Now that we have encoded the branches, we have to select the accepted ones.
we need to encode the EMPTY rule:
Ek ≡

^

¬(Xα)kG

Xα∈C(ϕ)
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Accepting branches

Now that we have encoded the branches, we have to select the accepted ones.
and the LOOP rule:
^

(Xα)ℓG ↔ (Xα)kG
ℓ Rk ≡

nodes at position l and k have the same X-requests

Xα∈C(ϕ)
k
_

ψkG →
xnf(ψ2 )iG
each requested X-eventuality is fulfilled between ℓ and k
i=ℓ+1
ψ≡X(ψ1 Uψ2 )

ℓ Fk

≡

Lk ≡

^

k−1
_

( ℓ Rk ∧ ℓ F k )

this happens for at least one ℓ

l=0
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Accepting branches

Theorem
If the formula JϕKk ∧ (Lk ∨ Ek ) is satisfiable, then the tableau for ϕ contains an accepted
branch of at most k + 1 poised nodes.
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Encoding the PRUNE rule

The encoding of the PRUNE rule follows a similar pattern.
all the X-eventualities requested at position k and fulfilled between j and k are also
fulfilled between ℓ and j:
k
ℓ Pj

≡

^

(ψkG

ψ≡X(ψ1 Uψ2 )

k
_

∧

xnf(ψ2 )iG )

i=j+1

→

j
_

xnf(ψ2 )iG



i=ℓ+1

this happens for at least some ℓ and j such that ℓ, j and k share the same X-requests:
Pk ≡

k−2
_

k−1
_

(ℓ Rj ∧ j Rk ∧ ℓ Pjk )

ℓ=0 j=ℓ+1
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Encoding the PRUNE rule

Theorem
V
If JϕKk ∧ ki=0 ¬P i is unsatisfiable, then the tableau for ϕ has only rejected branches.
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Putting everything together
The complete algorithm is shown here.
each iteration of the loop increases k
note that the calls to the SAT solver at
lines 7 and 10 are incremental:
in each case a conjunct is added to JϕKk
modern SAT solvers can reuse the work
done in the previous call

the check at line 4 is optional but speeds
up some cases
the check at line 10 can be removed if
termination for unsatisfiable instances is
not needed, and can speed up
computation for satisfiable ones.

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

procedure BLACK(ϕ)
k ←0
while True do
if JϕKk is unsat. then
return UNSAT
end if
if JϕKk ∧ (Lk ∨ Ek ) is sat. then
return SAT
end if
V
if JϕKk ∧ ki=0 ¬P i is unsat. then
return UNSAT
end if
k ←k +1
end while
end procedure
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BLACK, the Bounded LTL sAtisfiability ChecKer

We implemented the SAT-based algorithm shown before in a software tool called BLACK.
Let us talk a bit about it.
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BLACK

BLACK is not just a prototype:
multiplatform (Linux, macOS, Windows)
easy to install and to use
binary packages provided for all the supported platforms
ergonomic command-line interface
comprehensive documentation (https://www.black-sat.org)

designed as a library
well-defined C++20 API that can be embedded into any client application
Python bindings for easy prototyping (under development)
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BLACK

BLACK is not just a prototype:
flexible
multiple backends (MiniSAT, CryptoMiniSAT, Z3, MathSAT, cvc5)
multiple logics (LTL, LTLf, LTL with past, LTLf modulo theories)

robust and trustable
comprehensive test suite with over 4000 test formulas and 100% code coverage

open source (MIT license)
https://github.com/black-sat/black
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Architecture

Python bindings

Command-line interface
Solver

Formula handling API

MiniSAT

CryptoMiniSAT

MathSAT

Z3

cvc5
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Performance

BLACK’s performance are competitive with other state-of-the-art tools
nuXmv [Cav+14], Aalta [Li+14], etc.
incremental SAT-based algorithm works better on formulas with short models
suffers on formulas with very long models
generally faster when past operators are involved

[Gea+21b]

the most robust when handling formulas with a huge number of variables
see the papers for the plots

[GGM19; Gea+21b]
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3
DEMO
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CONCLUSIONS

92

Wrap up

We made an overview of tableau methods for linear-time temporal logics.
classical graph-shaped tableaux
recent tree-shaped methods
in-depth overview of Reynolds’ tableau
Reynolds-style tableau for the real-time TPTL logic
efficient SAT encodings and the BLACK tool
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Open directions

Many research directions are open:
SAT or SMT encoding of the TPTL tree-shaped tableau
first-order extensions (see our IJCAI talk)
more efficient encodings:
the LOOP and PRUNE rule have an O(n3 ) encoding. Can we do better?

can we extract unsat certificates from the SAT encoding?
the explicit implementations can be very easily parallelised [MR17]
can we parallelize the SAT-based algorithm somehow?
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THANK YOU
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